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113 FEDERAL CLAIMS REPORTER
Attachment

The UNITED STATES, Defendant.
No. 11-453C
United States Court of Federal Claims.
SUFI NETWORK SERVICES,
INC., Plaintiff,
v.

Filed: October 16, 2013
Background: Contractor filed suit against
United States, seeking recovery of attor-
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6. Federal Courts (>4101
In order to sufficiently document the
number of hours worked for purposes of a
request for an award of attorney fees, counsel are not required to record in great detail
how each minute of their time was expended,
but should at least identify the general subject matter of the time expenditures.
7. Federal Courts c1101
Basic principle guiding the determination of reasonableness of the claimed hours
worked for purposes of a request for an
award of attorney fees is that hours that are
not properly billed to one's client also are not
properly,billed to one's adversary; accordingly, the ',party seeking an award of fees is not
entitled- to recover fees for hours that are
excessive, redundant, or otherwise unnecessary.
8. Public Contracts c=,-116(1)
United States c=)74(12.1)
Contractor's claimed hours worked by
its counsel were reasonable, thus supporting
attorney fees award of $697,702.50 in relation
to underlying contract dispute with government before Armed Services Board of Con' tract Appeals (ASBCA); contractor's counsel,
consistent with its usual billing practice,
tracked number of hours worked on daily
basis and consolidated those entries in electronic billing system, assigned charge numbers indicated that these hours were all associated with Air Force's material breach,
chart allocated claim preparation hours to
specific claims, excluding hours allocated to
those claims denied by ASBCA, and, in light
of large and complex nature of contractor's
claims, nothing indicated that hours were
excessive, redundant, or otherwise unnecessary.
9. Federal Courts c1101
Attorney fees applicant bears the burden of producing satisfactory evidence that
its requested rates are reasonable.
10. Federal Courts c=,1101
On a request for attorney fees, as long
as the requested rates are in line with those
prevailing in the community, they are presumptively reasonable.

11. Federal Courts <>1101
• On request for attorney fees, the "prevailing market rate" is the rate prevailing in
the community for similar services by law,
yers of reasonably comparable skill, experience, and reputation.
See publication Words and Phrases for
other judicial constructions and definitions.
12. Public Contracts czz)416(1)
United States c;;;.74(12.1)
Rates charged by contractor's counsel
were presumptively reasonable, thus supporting attorney fees award of $697,702.50 in
relation to underlying contract dispute with
government before Armed Services Board of
Contract Appeals (ASBCA); contractor established rates that counsel typically charged
during relevant time period, and then presented substantial evidence supporting reasonableness of those rates and as to market
conditions in relevant area, both through
counsel's testimony and through private media surveys.
13. Public Contracts c=;416(1)
United States C='71-(12.1)
Contractor's claimed expenses were reasonably incurred and properly valued, and
thus it was entitled to recover entire amount
of $25,486.81 in expenses related to underlying, contract dispute with government before
Armed Services Board of Contract Appeals
(ASBCA); counsel had followed its usual billing practice for those expenses and clients
had regularly accepted such practice as adequate, each event of computer library research, long-distance telephone, facsimile,
and postage charges required attorney to
enter charge number for specific client and
itemize expenses on firm billing records, and
counsel provided receipts from same time
period for same types of costs to substantiate
travel charges.
14. Federal Courts c, 1101
As with attorney fees, the court will not
second-guess counsel's decision to incur expenses it thought necessary to properly present its case.
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